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1. Overview

1.1 Introduction

Dear customer,

Thank you for choosing this device.
This product has been manufactured in accordance with our stringent quality requirements to 

give you total satisfaction. To get the most out of your radiator, we advise you to read these instruc-
tions carefully and keep them to hand.

Thank you for your purchase.

1.2 Warnings

CAUTION (TOWEL DRYER): To avoid any danger to very 
young children, you are advised to install this appliance so 
that the lowest heating bar is at least 600 mm off the floor. 

CAUTION (RADIATOR): To avoid overheating, do not cover 
the heating appliance.

Do not sit on the heating appliance.

Caution, hot surface.

CAUTION - Some parts of this product can become very hot 
and cause burns. Particular attention has to be given where 
children and vulnerable people are present.

Children of less than 3 years should be kept away unless conti-
nuously supervised.

Children aged from 3 years and less than 8 years shall only swit-
ch on/off the appliance provided that it has been placed or installed 
in its intended normal operating position and they have been given 
supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance in a safe 
way and understand the hazards involved. Children aged from 3 
years and less than 8 years shall not plug in, regulate and clean the 
appliance or perform user maintenance.

This appliance can be used by children aged from 8 years 
and above and persons with reduced physical, sensory or men-
tal capabilities or lack of experience and knowledge if they have 

been given supervision or instruction concerning use 
of the appliance in a safe way and understand the ha-
zards involved. Children shall not play with the appliance. 
Cleaning and user maintenance shall not be made by 
children without supervision.

A towel radiator must be used for the purpose for which it 
is intended and not as a table, chair, toy, ladder, etc.

This appliance should be plugged or connected, accor-
ding to rules and standards in application, only by an autho-
rized person.

It is protected from splashes of water, and can be 
installed within volume 2 (see section 2.1) as long as the 
electrical controls are out of reach of anyone using the bath 
or shower. It must not be connected to ground.

The electricity supply must be protected by a residual 
current device with a maximum of 30mA, especially when 
installed in a room containing a bathtub or shower.

Before carrying out any maintenance operation on your 
appliance, ensure that it is switched off (see section 5.1).

IMPORTANT  If the power cable is damaged, for safety 
reasons it must be replaced by the manufacturer, the 
manufacturer’s after-sales service department or a simi-
larly qualified person.

IMPORTANT The heating appliance must not be placed 
underneath a power outlet.

IMPORTANT This appliance is not intended for use at 
altitudes exceeding 2000 m.
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1.3 Overview of your appliance

ELECTRICAL TOWEL DRYER OR RADIATOR: 

This heating appliance is filled with a precise quantity of specific 
oil. Any repair work requiring the oil tank to be opened should only 
be carried out by the manufacturer or their after-sales service depart-
ment, which should also be contacted in the event of an oil leak.

When disposing of the heating appliance, comply with the regula-
tions in force on the disposal of oil.

This electrical appliance with circulating fluid is delivered ready to use.
It is plugged and filled with a high-performance thermal mineral oil before leaving the factory.
This fluid was specially designed for this use and requires no special maintenance.

As soon as the appliance is switched on, you will notice certain differences compared to a stan-
dard electric heating system:

- the electric heating element heats the fluid, which gradually and naturally starts circulating in 
your appliance;

- the properties of the fluid are such that it takes approximately ten minutes for the radiator to 
reach its optimum surface temperature, depending on the model and the room temperature when 
the appliance is switched on;

- this principle also ensures consistent and sustained heating even when the element is no 
longer powered.

DUAL-ENERGY TOWEL DRYER:

This appliance is designed for connection to the central heating system and comes unplugged.

PROGRAMMING:

You can set two separate weekly programmes, P1 and P2 with the remote control.

2. Installing your appliance

2.1 Warnings

The flexible cable supplied with your appliance is designed to be 
connected to the mains via a junction box that must be placed behind 
the appliance, with no need for a plug.

In a kitchen or bathroom, the junction box must be positioned at 
least 25 cm from the floor.

The appliance must be installed as described in this document and 
in accordance with the applicable European and French standards, 
including CEI 60364.7.701 and NF C15-100, as well as the rules of 
good professional practice.

For other countries (apart from France), the appliance must be ins-
talled in accordance with standards in force and with rules of good 
professional practice in the country of use.

IMPORTANT The example shown only concerns a bathtub. For 
other bathroom fixtures, please consult your installer.

IMPORTANT The system must be fitted with an omnipolar circuit-
breaker with a minimum contact opening of 3mm.

Volume 0

Volume 1Volume 2

0.60 m 2.
25

 m
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To ensure your system is safe:
- ensure that an area of at least 50 cm in front of the appliance is 
clear of objects which might hinder air circulation (furniture, 
chairs, etc.);
- position a shelf at least 10 cm above the top of your radiator;
- use mounting screws suitable for your wall;
- do not expose the radiator to intense or prolonged humidity.

This appliance should never be installed with the electrical connec-
tion box positioned topside.

Always turn off the electricity supply (circuit-breaker + pilot wire) 
before making any connections. 

To get the most out of your appliance and enjoy the highest 
standards of comfort, we recommend that you install the appliance 
near places with high heat loss (windows, doors, etc.) wherever 
possible.

You will find a complete set of assembly instructions in your 
appliance’s box.

≥100mm

≥100mm

≥ X mm*

≥500mm

≥100mm
≥100
mm

≥500
mm

≥100mm

≥100mm

≥100mm

≥100mm

≥500
mm

≥100
mm

≥100mm

NOTE: Electric towel radiators are designed to be covered safely. 
However, to ensure that your appliance works efficiently, you are 
advised not to cover it completely. Doing so will increase the tem-
perature and cause the internal cutout to turn off the appliance.

* See installation manual for value of X

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE OPEN WINDOW DETECTION FUNCTION
(SEE CHAPTER 5.4)

The position of your device affects the way the open window detection function works. It should 
be placed as close as possible to the opening part, but should not be installed near a door.
In addition to the arrangement of your installation in the room, its function is also affected by the 
temperature setting on the device, and the outdoor temperature.
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2.2 Connecting the appliance

The technical specifications of your radiator are shown on its nameplate.
Please note these down before installing it and before requesting any after-sales assistance.

When connecting the appliance to the mains, you must observe:
  • the voltage indicated on the nameplate;
  • conventional colour coding:
  – blue or grey: neutral
  – brown: live
  – black: pilot wire

CONNECTING PRINCIPLE WITH PILOT WIRE:

Your appliance is equipped with a pilot wire for connection to a pilot wire programming base unit 
(not supplied with the appliance).

CONNECTING PRINCIPLE WITHOUT PILOT WIRE:

If the pilot wire is not connected, it must be insulated for safety reasons. Under no circumstances 
must it be connected to earth.

N (blue or grey) Neutral
Live

Pilot wire (base unit)

Live
Neutral

L (brown)
Pilot wire (black)

Pilot wire (black)

L (brown)
N (blue or grey)

3. Using your dual-energy towel radiator

IMPORTANT This appliance has been designed to be used ei-
ther in central heating mode or electric mode. Each application 
requires special, detailed procedures to be followed. Inappro-
priate use may damage the resistance as a result of excessive 
fluid temperatures, particularly in the event of simultaneous use 
in electric and central heating modes.
Any inappropriate use will render the contractual guarantee null 
and void.

3.1 Use as central heating

Ensure that the control unit is off.
The supply valve must be open to let water from the central heating system circulate.

3.2 Use as electrical heating

A. When using the dual-energy, towel-drying radiator in "electric mode", close the supply valve 
only and NEVER CLOSE THE HEATING UNIT’S OUTLET since this enables the fluid to expand 
towards the installation.

B. Ensure that the appliance is sufficiently full by opening the bleed tap at the top. Close it again 
if there is a steady flow of water. A sponge and small container should be used for this operation.

If the pressure is inadequate for bleeding the heating unit:
• fill the central heating system with water up to the level indicated on your gauge,
• contact your heating specialist,
• inform the operating company (where heating is collective).

C. To start the appliance, follow the same procedure as for an electric towel-dryer.
If the central heating system is equipped with a circulation pump which is independent of the 

boiler, it must in all circumstances be turned off (risk of siphoning the heating unit in the event 
that connections are not perfectly watertight).

IP: protection level of your appliance against the 
ingress of solid foreign bodies and water spray 

Voltage and power required for installation

Appliance reference number
Class II: double insulated
OF: serial number
Manufacturer code

IP XX

XXX–XXX–XXX–XX

230V ~ XXXXW

OF: XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXX
N CONSTRUCTEUR XXXXXX

NOTE:
Your appliance is equipped with an integrated electronic control system so we cannot accept 
any liability should the appliance be used with pilot wire programming base units that function by 
disconnecting the supply voltage (refer to the instructions supplied with your control unit).

CAUTION
Closing it may cause excessive pressure to build up with consequential damage to the 
heating unit.

IMPORTANT: The appliance should only be turned on when properly filled with water (failure to 
comply may invalidate the guarantee).
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IMPORTANT This radiator is equipped with a resistance which has an integrated power shut-
off and fuse. Using the radiator without water will permanently damage the fuse as well as 
the resistance. In this case it must be changed though "not under the manufacturer’s gua-
rantee". Using the radiator only partially filled with water causes the heating function to shut 
off automatically. Alternate function will continue as long as the main heating section is not 
properly filled.

If you notice that the electrical part of your towel dryer is activated, but that it fails to heat up 
inspite of thermostat demand or positive working operation, carry out the following operations:

1) Ascertain that your radiator is full of water (see paragraph B).

2) Press on the      key of the remote control for 2 seconds (see chapter 5.1) to stop the electrical 
operation of the appliance for 30 to 60 minutes. This operation is necessary to cut off the thermal 
safety device.

3) Press the     key again for 2 seconds: the radiator is ready to heat up properly.

4. Putting the remote control into service

modemode

mode

mode

mode

The time setting screen is displayed, showing 00:00. Press and hold the + or - keys, to set 
the time quickly.
During initialisation: pressing P1P2  takes you back to the previous screen.

Then proceed to set the day of the week:











mode

boost

mode

boost

mode

boost

mode

boost

mode

boost

mode

boost

1  Monday 5  Friday

2  Tuesday 6  Saturday

3  Wednesday 7  Sunday

4  Thursday (for example)

You then proceed as described in chapter 4.1 to ensure your 
appliance works correctly.

 

 

4.1 Initialization
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Pairing  essential procedure when you first turn the appliance on!
Make sure you only pair one appliance and one remote control at a time.

LED:
To ensure the LED can be seen properly, you can pair your appliance before 
fitting it on the wall, or else use a small mirror.

The first time the appliance is turned on, the LED turns on as a steady magenta 
light, to show that pairing has not yet been done (see chapter 4.2).

Procedure using the unit on the back of your appliance:

WARNING!
You must always first activate the pairing function on the appliance itself, before
activating it on the remote control.

1) Press on the LED once, on the back of the appliance.
Wait until the LED stops flashing magenta and changes colour.

2) Press again on the LED on the back of the appliance.
The LED flashes magenta again. You then have one minute to pair your appliance with the 
remote control.

WARNING
The appearance of the

LED may vary according
to the appliance model

(see cover page 3).

CLIC

Pairing (cont)

mode

boost

mode

boost

mode

boost

mode

boost

mode

boost

mode

boost

Press for 5 
seconds 
on the + 
key.

It searches 
for the 
appliance 
for a few 
seconds.

If pairing fails, the display
on the control goes back to rF 0.

You can then try pairing again by pressing
the + key for 5 seconds (check first that the

appliance is still ready to pair:
the LED is flashing magenta).
If pairing still does not work,

contact your dealer.

4.2 Status of LED (on radiator or towel dryer)

STATUS
COLOUR

Fixed Flashing Off

Green Eco mode

• Standby
• Powered down
• Stop (pilot wire)
• Stop load
shedding (pilot 
wire)

Red Comfort mode Boost

Blue Frost-free mode /
Load shedding (pilot wire)

Open window
detected

Yellow T° override° Error

Magenta Pairing error /
Appliance not paired Pairing underway

  

  

Resetting the time and the day:

To reset the time and the day:
 Check the remote control is turned on.
 Go to settings by holding down P1P2 and mode simultaneously.
 Set the time and the date, press mode to go to the End screen, then press mode again to 
confirm and exit.
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ICON EXPLANATION

Frost-free mode operation

Eco mode operation

Comfort mode operation

Programmed mode operation

Manual or programmed boost

Window open detected (icon flashes)

Time setting required

Battery usage indicator

Interface lock

Override indicator

Programming on-going

Connection indicator

Programme in Comfort mode

Programme in Eco mode

Current time (programme)

Operating Modes

Scroll through times of day (prog)

D
ay

s 
of

 th
e

w
ee

k 
(p

ro
g)

P
ro

g 
m

od
e

4.3 Displays (remote control)

Preferred
temperature

Programming 
on-going

Interface lock

Connection indicator

Override

Time/date setting indicator

Battery life indicator

Window open detection

NOTE:
Screen lighting turns off automatically if no key has been pressed for the past 
5 seconds. 
The screen goes to standby after 1 minute.
The standby mode does not affect the functioning of the radiator, and pressing 
any key will make the screen light up again.
The screen must be on for the pressing of a key to have an effect 
(e.g. temperature setting, changing a parameter, etc.).
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FROST-FREE MODE 

ECO MODE

LOCKING INTERFACE (child lock)

ON/OFF

 The remote control is turned on: the controller emits 
an audible signal.
 The remote control is turned off: the controller 
emits two audible signals.

Turning off the remote control also turns 
off the radiator or towel dryer.

Your remote control can only operate one 
appliance.

5. Use of remote control

5.1 Operating remote control

It is impossible to change the operating mode or the temperature.
It is also impossible to trigger a manual boost.

COMMENT:
Changes of mode ordered by a pilot wire controller (not supplied with your appliance) will not be 
disabled by this function.

mode

boost

2
seconds

mode

boost

mode

boost

mode

boost

5 basic operating modes: Frost-free, Eco, Comfort,
programmes P1 & P2

(recommended if premises unoccupied for more than 24 
hours)

Your appliance is set to ensure a minimum temperature of 7°C in 
your room, to avoid any risk of freezing.
The user cannot change this temperature setting.

The LED on the appliance is on, showing blue.

(recommended if the room is unoccupied for more than 
2 hours)

The economy mode can operate in 2 different ways:
 - either the eco temperature is linked to the Comfort tempera-
 ture;
 - or the eco temperature is unlinked (independent).

See the next page for details of how each one works.
See chapter 5.5 Advanced parameters for how to link or unlink 
Eco temperature and Comfort temperature.

WARNING:
Your appliance operates in eco linked mode by default.

The LED on the appliance is on, showing green.

5.2 Operating mode selection

mode

boost

Press on - 
and mode for

5 seconds

mode

boost

mode

boost
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ECO MODE (continued)

PROGRAMMES P1 AND P2

COMFORT MODE
A) Linked Eco operation

The linked economy mode allows the temperature to be reduced by 3.5°C compared to the 
desired temperature level for the COMFORT setting.

The user cannot change this temperature set-
ting. It cannot be higher than 19°C or lower 
than 7°C.

B) Unlinked Eco operation

You can choose to unlink the Eco mode temperature from that of the Comfort mode (see 
chapter 5.5 parameter 2). You can then choose the desired room temperature when the 
appliance is running in Eco mode.

The unlinked eco temperature must differ by at least 1° from the temperature set for Comfort 
mode. (e.g.: your Eco temperature cannot be higher than 18°C if your Comfort temperature is 
set at 19°C).
If you don't enter a setting, the unlinked Eco temperature will have a default value of 15.5°C.

(recommended if the room is occupied)

This temperature level can be adjusted from 7 to 28°C in 
0.5°C steps.

The LED on the appliance is on, showing red. mode

boost

mode

boost

mode

boost

(Pre-set programmes)

Your appliance's remote control includes two daily programmes, P1 and P2. These are based on 
various room usage scenarios which alternate between Comfort mode and Eco mode for your 
appliance, depending on the time.

The LED on the appliance will light up with the colour corresponding to the current operating 
mode (see chapter 4.2).

P1 is to heat your room between 5 and 9am, then from 5 to 
11pm (e.g. working day).

P2 is to heat your room between 5 and 9am, from 12 to 2pm 
and then from 5 to 11pm (e.g. working day, returning home at 
midday).

NOTE:
You can also set a detailed procedure of these programmes P1 and P2 yourself (see 
chapter 7).



Default content for
programme P1 

Default content for
programme P2

mode

boost

mode

boost

7 to 
19°C
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PILOT WIRE CONTROL

PILOT WIRE CONTROL (continued)TEMPERATURE OVERRIDE
In the programmed operating modes for your appliance (P1 or P2) you can override the 

operation of your appliance locally, by changing the preferred temperature level.

The LED on the appliance is on, showing yellow.

This override is cancelled when there is a change of status on the programme, or by pressing 
the mode key again.

Your appliance is fitted with a pilot wire. You can manage the appliance from your main control 
unit if you prefer (see connection in chapter 2.2).
See chapter 5.5 Advanced parameter setting (parameter 3) to enable or disable the pilot wire 
mode.

WARNING:
Your appliance operates in pilot wire mode by default.
The pilot wire controller takes over control of your appliance only when it is in Comfort 
mode.

See the control unit user manual for instructions on how to operate it.

The LED on the appliance will light up with the colour corresponding to the operating mode 
specified by the control unit (see chapter 4.2).

The remote control will cause the icon for the operating mode specified by the control unit to 
flash.

Example: the control unit sends an Eco mode command 

When your installation is fitted with a load shedding system connected at the pilot wire 
input, this can send your appliance a priority command to turn off (the appliance 
LED goes off) or for Frost-free mode (the appliance LED shows blue).
In both cases, the frost-free icon will be displayed on the remote control screen.
Load shedding will take over the operating of your appliance, even if the pilot wire 
function is disabled in the advanced parameter setting.

PILOT WIRE OPERATION

Icons
(remote control)

LED colour
(appliance)

Command sent
(control unit)

Boost function

Red Comfort Available

Green Comfort -1° Available

Green Comfort -2° Available

Green Eco Available

Blue
Frost-free (in all
operating modes on 
the appliance)

Available

Off Stop (in all
operating modes on 
the appliance)

Not available

mode

boost

mode

boost

mode

boost
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5.3 Calibration of temperature setting

Once your appliance has been working for several days, if you notice a difference between the 
temperature noted in your room and the temperature programmed on your appliance, you can cali-
brate your appliance in 0.5°C steps, following the procedure below.

Access advanced settings (see chapter 5.5). Press the mode key several times to find the 
temperature settings calibration function (parameter 4).

If the ambient temperature measurement is different from your appliance’s temperature setting, 
press the - or + keys until they match.

You can calibrate your temperature measurement to +/- 5°C.
Then press the mode key to leave advanced parameter settings (see chapter 5.5).

mode

boost

Your thermometer must be 
placed in the middle of the room, 

about 1.30 m above the floor, 
with no furniture between it and 

the radiator.
mode

boost 10

20

5

15

mode

boost

EXAMPLE:
You measure 19°C in your room, while 
the temperature setting on your remote 
control is 21°C. Press the - key 4 times 
while in setting 4, until the display 
shows -2°C (so 21-2=19°C).

10

20

5

15

5.4 Window open/close detection

Your appliance may detect a significant drop in temperature, caused for instance by a window 
standing open in winter. It will automatically adapt and operate to save energy.

By default, the window open/close detection function is enabled on your remote control. To 
disable this function, change the corresponding advanced parameter (see chapter 5.5, parameter 1).

IMPORTANT To make the best use of this function, your appliance must be placed close to the 
opening with no furniture or other object nearby. 
The quality of the window open/closed function depends on a number of factors, such as the 
position of the appliance, how fast the temperature in the room rises/falls, the type of window, 
etc.

IMPORTANT The room temperature is measured near the appliance.

After opening a window, your appliance should detect the 
associated temperature drop within a reasonable period. It will then 
adapt its operating mode by automatically switching to the frost-free 
temperature (7°C).

When an open window is detected, your appliance causes the  
 function icon to flash.

When your room temperature rises after the window is closed, the appliance should resume its 
operating mode (Comfort mode for instance), before detection was initiated, within a reasonable 
length of time.

Starting or stopping a boost (manual or programmed), as well as a change in opera-
ting mode, suspends the window opening/closing function for 60 minutes, the required 
time for the room temperature to stabilise.

OK

OK

OK
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5.5 Advanced parameter setting for remote control

WARNING!
Access to parameter setting is possible only when the remote control is off.

Some parameters on your remote control can be adjusted according to how you use it.

mode

boost

mode

boost

Back to 
previous 

parameter.

Go to
the next 
parameter.

Parameter 
number

Parameter 
value

No Parameter Description Default 
setting

Setting

0 Duration 
of Boost 
operation

Adjustable from 15 to 120 minutes in 15 minute steps 60 Press the + or - key

1 Window 
open
detection

Value 0 (function disabled) or 1 (function enabled) 1 Press the + or - key

2 Eco
temperature 

Value 0 (eco temperature unlinked) or 1 (eco temperature 
linked)

1 Press the + or - key

Press on P1P2 and 
mode for 2 seconds 
to enter.

WARNING!
It is essential to get

to the final “End” screen, 
to confirm your parameter 

changes.

mode

boost

2
seconds

No Parameter Description Default 
setting

Setting

3 Pilot wire Value 0 (pilot wire disabled) or 1 (pilot wire enabled) 1 Press the + or - key

4 Ambient 
temperature 
calibration

Adjustable from -5.0°C to 5.0°C in 0.5°C steps 0.0 Press the + or - key

5 None --

6 None --

7 Re-pairing 
radio-
frequency

Value 0 (unpaired command) or 1 (paired command) rF0 ou rF1 Press on + or - key to 
re-pair an appliance 
which was previously 
paired but has lost the 
link.

8 Default 
display

Value 0 (time) or 1 (temperature setting) 1 Press the + or - key

9 Display
version
number and 
reset (unpai-
ring).

Back to factory settings
Warning!
All your settings as well as the pairing, will be deleted.

x.xx Press on + key for 10 
seconds to reset.

End Display para-
meter setting 
output

Quit the settings menu Short press on 
mode or for 2 seconds 
on      .

 After no key has been pressed for one minute, the remote control will automatically 
quit the advanced parameters and turn off.
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USE OF MANUAL BOOST

6. Heating boost

This function provides extra heat when required. When activated, the appliance operates at full 
power, without taking into account the temperature set on the remote control.

After being triggered, the operating time is 2 hours maximum; it can be interrupted at any time.

The LED on the appliance flashes red during a boost.

Boost operation can be activated 2 ways:
 • manual boost
 • programmed boost

mode

boost

mode

boost

The Boost 
duration is 
displayed.

mode

boost

mode

boost

mode

boost

Reduce 
duration 
of boost in 
steps of 15 
minutes.

Increase 
duration of 
boost in steps 
of 15 minutes 
(total maximum 
duration of 120 
minutes).

The default
time for a manual boost

is 60 minutes.

USE OF MANUAL BOOST (continued)

USE OF PROGRAMMED BOOST

This function is used to set the start time for the boost, to be triggered automatically every day 
at the same time (if the programme is activated).
This boost will operate during the period set in the advanced parameters (see chapter 5.5 
parameter 0).

Boost will be triggered in Eco, Comfort, P1 or P2 modes, and will take over the normal operating 
of your appliance.

mode

boost

mode

boost

Early 
exit from 
manual 
boost.

The expected 
duration of 
the boost is 

finished.
The appliance 

returns to
normal

operating 
mode.

mode

boost

mode

boost
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SETTING A PROGRAMMED BOOST

mode

boost

mode

boost

The start time 
required can now 
be set.

mode

boost

mode

boost

Confirm the 
start time and 
go back to the 
current opera-
ting mode.

mode

boost

Program the start 
time for the daily 
boost (in 15-minute 
steps), pressing + 
or -.

You can now enable your programmed boost.

Press and 
hold P1P2 
and boost 
simulta-
neously.

ACTIVATION AND RUNNING PROGRAMMED BOOST

mode

boost

mode

boost

When the set time is reached, 
boost starts.
The       icon flashes through-
out the boost period.
The current boost duration is 
displayed.

mode

boost

mode

boost

mode

boost

mode

boost

mode

boostThe       icon
is displayed.
The pro-
gramme is 
activated and 
on standby.

Press on the 
boost key for 
2 seconds.

The       icon is 
displayed to indicate 
the programme is 
activated.
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ACTIVATION AND RUNNING PROGRAMMED BOOST (continued)

mode

boost

mode

boost

mode

boost

Press
on the
boost key
for 2 seconds.

Note:
The total continuous
operating time for the

boost should not last more
than 2 hours
(120 minutes).

Note:
It is mandatory to

set the starting time to
enable the automatic boost

(see chapter 4).

The programmed 
boost is disabled.
The boost will not 
automatically start 
the next day.

You can quit
a programmed boost

at all times by pressing
the boost key.

The expected duration of the boost 
is finished.
The appliance returns to normal 
operating mode.
The boost will start again the next 
day at the same time, as long as 
the programme is activated (
icon fixed).

INTRODUCTION

ACCESS TO PROGRAMMING

7. Setting a P1 and/or P2 programme 

The setting temperature for P1 and P2 modes is linked to the programming set by the user depen-
ding on the time and day. There are two possible modes for each hour, either COMFORT, or ECO.

WARNING!
The programmes P1 and P2 can have a maximum of 10 changes of mode per day 
(from Comfort to Eco or Eco to Comfort).

Long press (P1P2 and 
+)  open settings for 
programme P1.

Long press (P1P2 and 
-)  open settings for 
programme P2.

mode

boost

mode

boost

mode

boost
Short press on 
mode: move to
next day.

Long press on 
mode: move to
next day, copies
the current daily 
programme.

Short press on 
P1P2: back to
previous day.

Long press on 
P1P2: back to
previous day, copies 
the current daily 
programme.

Program the 
current time in 
Comfort mode.

Program the
current time in 
Eco mode.
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SETTING EACH HOUR OF THE DAY

After selecting the operating mode for the final hour of the day, the programming function 
automatically moves on to the first hour of the next day.

mode

boost

mode

boost

mode

boost

mode

boost

Program current 
hour in Comfort 
mode and go to 
next hour.

Program current 
hour in Eco mode 
and go to next 
hour.

ACCESS TO PROGRAMMING (continued)

mode

boost

mode

boost

mode

boost

Starting position:
day 1, time 0

Indicator of day to program

Indicator of time to program

MANUAL MOVE TO PREVIOUS DAY

MANUAL MOVE TO NEXT DAY

QUIT PROGRAMMING (at any time)

mode

boost

mode

boost

mode

boost

mode

boost

Back to previous 
day, positioned
on hour 0.

mode

boost

mode

boost

mode

boost

mode

boost

Move to next day, 
positioned on 
hour 0.

mode

boost

mode

boost

The remote control
stores the programming
entered, even if you quit

while programming.
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COPY/PASTE FUNCTION (help for programming)

mode

boost

mode

boost

mode

boost

mode

boost

mode

boost

mode

boost

mode

boost

mode

boost

Long press on 
P1P2: back to
previous day, 
copies the current 
daily programme.

Long press on 
mode: move to
next day, copies
the current daily 
programme.

8. Maintenance and troubleshooting tips

8.1 Routine maintenance operations

High-quality materials and surface treatment protect your appliance against corrosion and 
impacts.

To maximise the service life of your appliance, we recommend you take the following precau-
tions:

 - Never use abrasive or corrosive products on the outer surfaces of the appliance (except the  
 electrical parts); use warm, soapy water.

 - For the casing of the control unit and the remote control, use a dry (solvent-free) cloth.

8.2 Troubleshooting

Despite all our efforts in manufacturing our products, you may encounter some easy-to-solve 
operating failures. In this case, please consult the table below to find our suggested solution.

Nonetheless, should you fail to solve the problem encountered, please contact your supplier's 
after-sales service for assistance.

Problem Diagnosis Procedure

The appliance is not 
heating.

The temperature setting on the 
remote control is incorrect.

Check the remote control is set to ask 
the appliance to start heating (see 
chapter 5.2).

The mixed appliance has not 
filled with water properly.

Check the filling of the appliance (see 
chapter 3.2).

The appliance is operated by a 
programming unit.

See the programming unit manufac-
turer's manual.

The load shedder is enabled 
and has shut down heating on 
the appliance.

Wait for load shedding to finish.

The appliance has not be
paired with the remote control 
(the        icon is not displayed 
on the remote control screen).

Remove the batteries from the 
remote control, wait a few seconds, 
then replace the batteries and pro-
ceed with pairing (see chapter 4.1).

An open window detected
(       icon flashes)

Turn off the window opening
detection function (see chapter 5.5, 
parameter 1).

The LED is flashing yellow: 
default.

Contact your installer.
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Problem Diagnosis Procedure

The appliance is not 
working.

Your appliance is not
powered up.

Check your appliance is properly 
connected and powered (see
chapter 2.2).

Your appliance is not turned 
on.

Check the remote control is properly 
turned on (see chapter 5.1).
Check the pilot wire unit is not
sending a load shedding stop order.

The appliance continues 
to heat, even though a 
window is open.

The “Window detection” 
function is not activated.

Activate the function (see chapter 
5.5, parameter 1).

The correct operating 
conditions for the window 
opening/closure detection 
function have not been met.

See chapter 5.4

The appliance does 
not start to heat again, 
although a window has 
been closed.

The correct operating 
conditions for the window 
opening/closure detection 
function have not been met.

See chapter 5.4

The remote control does 
not allow operations.

The remote control is 
locked.

Disable key locking (see chapter 
5.1).

Communication problems 
between remote control 
and appliance.

Remote control and/or radio 
frequency communication 
problem.

Check the        icon is present (paired 
appliance).
Check that the LED changes colour 
according to the commands sent.
Check your appliance is not control-
led by a pilot wire unit.
If checks are positive: remove the 
control batteries for 10 minutes then 
replace the batteries.

Pairing has been lost fol-
lowing a power failure.

The remote control and the 
appliance have to be reset.

• Reset the remote control in the 
advanced parameters (see chapter 
5.5 parameter 9).
• Reset the appliance by pressing 
10 seconds on the LED. The LED 
flashes magenta quickly to confirm 
the reset.
• After it is pressed, the LED returns 
to fixed magenta. Turn on the remote 
control and start the pairing process.

Problem Diagnosis Procedure
The battery level indicator    
     on your remote control 
is displayed.

Batteries drained. Change batteries (see chapter 8.3).

No display.

The remote control is off. Long press on     .
The back-lighting on the 
remote control screen is off.

Press a key to turn it on again.

The remote control screen 
is on standby.

Press a key to turn it on again.

The time flashes. Time and date setting not 
done.

Set time and date (see chapter 4.1).

The temperature setting 
does not match the tem-
perature observed in the 
room.

There is a discrepancy in 
the measurement made by 
the temperature probe.

Calibrate your remote control (see 
chapter 5.3) to align the tempera-
ture measured in the room by the 
appliance, and that measured by your 
thermometer. 

Remote control broken. Your appliance remains on 
the last command received.

• Reset the appliance by pressing 
10 seconds on the LED. The LED 
flashes magenta quickly to confirm 
the reset.
• Your appliance is waiting to be
paired and to start heating again.

PILOT WIRE

Problem Diagnosis Procedure

The appliance no longer 
replies to commands from 
the pilot wire.

The pilot wire is not 
connected correctly.

Check the pilot wire connection (see 
chapter 2.2).
Check the remote control is in
Comfort mode.

Your remote control is no 
longer set to accept pilot 
wire operation.

Activate the pilot wire function on 
your remote control (see chapter 5.5, 
parameter 3).

The room temperature 
does not match the pre-
ferred temperature level 
on the remote control.

The pilot wire may be 
connected to a program-
ming control unit which 
takes over from the remote 
control (e.g.: sending an 
Eco mode order from the 
control unit, while the 
control is set on Comfort).

Deactivate the pilot ware in advanced 
parameters (see chapter 5.5 para-
meter 3) so that the remote control 
continues to operate your appliance.
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8.3 Replacing batteries

mode

boost

When the low battery indicator light 
is displayed, you have a few days 
to replace them (2x 1.5V alkaline 
batteries, type LR03 or AAA; we 
advise against using rechargeable 
batteries).
The screen's backlighting also 

stops turning on to indicate the need to change 
batteries.

When batteries are replaced, the remote control 
parameters are stored (e.g.: P1 and P2 pro-
gramming), except for time and date settings.

You should take the following precautions:
– ensure correct +/– polarity;
– take care when disposing of used batteries: 
protect the environment by disposing of them 
at an approved collection point.







mode

boost

Remove
the used 
batteries.



Insert
the new 
batteries.

9. Services and guarantee

After-sales service

If your appliance stops working or you require spare parts, contact your installer or dealer.

Prior to making contact and to ensure your problem is dealt with quickly and effectively, please 
make a note of:

- the details shown on the appliance nameplate (see chapter 2.2),
- the sales reference for your appliance shown on your dated purchase invoice,
- the remote control version number (see chapter 5.5, parameter 9).

Guarantee

(See general conditions of sale for your country)
The heating body of your electric radiator is guaranteed against manufacturing defects for five 

(5) years from the date of purchase, while the other components are guaranteed for two (2) years.

Dated proof of purchase must be presented to activate the guarantee. The guarantee does not 
cover radiator transport, removal and installation costs.

The guarantee shall not apply if the appliance is installed, used or maintained in a way that 
does not comply with standards in force in the relevant country, good professional practice, or the 
manufacturer’s instructions.

Guarantee specific to dual-energy, towel-drying radiators

The guarantee for your dual-energy towel dryer is subject to the following reservations:
- water used in the heating circuit is neither aggressive nor corrosive.
- there are no traces of dissolved gases (02-CO2), notably where gas-permeable materials are 
used (heating floor).
In such a case, thorough degasification must be performed upstream from the circulator and the 

bleed tap on the upper section of the appliance.

Disposal of end-of-life electrical and electronic appliances. This symbol indicates 
that this product should not be disposed of with household waste. It must be taken to a 
suitable collection point to be recycled. By disposing of this product correctly, you will help 
prevent potential negative consequences for the environment and human health.

Standby consumption for the appliance < 0.5W

mode

mode

Re-pairing takes
place automatically when 

batteries are changed.

Lever off the frame.

Replace the control frame. 
See chapter 4.1 to reset 
the remote control.




